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Abstrat
From the point to view of an unompromising eld theorist quantum
gravity is beset with serious tehnial and, above all, oneptual problems
with regard espeially to the meaning of genuine physial observables.
This situation is not really improved by the appearane of reent attempts
to reformulate gravity within some novel framework. However, the orig-
inal aim, a bakground independent quantum theory of gravity an be
ahieved in a partiular area, namely 2d dilaton quantum gravity without
any assumptions beyond standard quantum eld theory. Some impor-
tant further by-produts of the researh of the Vienna Shool inlude
the introdution of the onept of Poisson-Sigma models, a veriation of
the virtual Blak Hole and the extensions to N = (1, 1)and N = (2, 2)
2d-supergravity, for whih omplete solutions of some old problems have
been possible whih are relevant for superstring theory.
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1 Introdution
The onlusion annot be avoided that a merging of quantum theory with Ein-
stein's theory of general relativity
1
(GR) is neessitated by onsisteny argu-
ments. E.g. the interation of a lassial gravitational wave with a quantum
system inevitably leads to ontraditions [3℄: If that interation leads to a ol-
lapse of the probability funtion, momentum onservation breaks down, if it
does not, signals must proeed at veloities larger than the speed of light.
When a quantum theory (QT) of gravity is developed along usual lines of
quantum eld theory (QFT), one is onfronted with a fundamental problem,
from whih many other (seondary) diulties an be traed. The ruial dif-
ferene to at spae is the fat that the variables of gravity exhibit a dual role,
they are elds living on a manifold whih is determined by themselves, stage
and ators oinide. Any separation between those aspets may even be the
origin of perturbative non-renormalizability [4℄. There exist further problems:
the time variable, an objet with speial properties already in QT, in GR ap-
pears on an equal footing with the spae oordinates.
In setion 2 we shortly reall the denition of physial variables in QFT and
the ensuing ones in quantum gravity (QGR).
Then (setion 3) we turn to those quantities whih an be interpreted as
physial observables, both at the lassial and at the quantum level. In the
latter ase the most serious problems arise in QGR - and are almost ompletely
ignored in the ontemporary literature.
In the last deade several new approahes to GR and QGR have been intro-
dued whih are desribed in setion 4.
Finally (setion 5) we mention some highlights of the Vienna approah
to 2d dilaton quantum gravity. In that area whih ontains also models with
physial relevane (e.g. spherially redued gravity) the appliation of just the
usual onepts of (even nonperturbative!) QFT lead to very interesting onse-
quenes [5℄ whih allow physial interpretations in terms of solid traditional
QFT observables.
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Several reviews of quantum gravity have emerged at the turn of the millennium, f. e.g.
[1℄,[2℄.
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2 The Field Variables in GR
The eld variables of a QFT usually are not diretly aessible to experimental
measurements. Traditionally the metri gµν is the one used in GR. However,
from a more fundamental geometri point of view [6℄ the metri is a derived
eld variable
g = ea ⊗ ebηab, (1)
beause it is the diret produt of the dual basis one forms
2 ea = eaµdx
µ
on
trated with the at loal Lorentz metri ηab whih is used to raise and lower at
indies denoted by Latin letters
(
η = diag (1, −1, −1, −1, ....) , xµ = {x0, xi}).
Loal Lorentz invariane leads to the ovariant derivative Dab = δ
a
b d + ω
a
b
with a spin onnetion 1-form ωab as a gauge eld. Its antisymmetry ω
ab =
−ωba implies metriity. Thanks to the Bianhi identities all ovariant tensors
relevant for onstruting ations in even dimensions an be expressed in terms of
ea,the urvature 2-form Rab = (Dω)
ab
and the torsion 2-form T a = (De)
a
. For
nonvanishing torsion the ane onnetion Γ ρµν = E
ρ
a (Dµe)
a
ν ,expressed in terms
of omponents eaµ and of its inverse E
ρ
a , besides the usual Christoel symbols
also ontains a ontorsion term in Γ ρ(µν) , whereas Γ
ρ
[µν] are the omponents of
torsion.
Einstein gravity in d=4 dimensions postulates vanishing torsion T a = 0 so
that ω = ω (e) . This theory an be derived from the Hilbert ation (GN is New-
ton's onstant; deSitter spae with nonvanishing positive osmologial onstant
Λ results from the replaement Rab → Rab − 43Λea ∧ eb)
L(H) =
1
16πGn
∫
M4
Rab ∧ ec ∧ edǫabcd + L(matter), (2)
where a small but denitely nonvanishing value of Λ is suggested by reent
astronomial observations [7℄. Beause of the Palatini mystery, independent
variation of δω yields T a = 0, whereas δe produes the Einstein (or Einstein -
deSitter forΛ 6= 0) equations.
Instead of working with the metri (1) the new approahes [8℄ are based
upon a gauge eld related to ωab
Aab =
1
2
(
ωab − γ
2
ǫabcdω
cd
)
. (3)
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For details on gravity in the Cartan formulation we refer to the mathematial literature,
e.g. [6℄.
3
The Barbero-Immirzi parameter γ [9℄ is an arbitrary onstant. The extension
to omplex gravity (γ = i) makes Aa a self-adjoint eld and transforms the
Einstein theory into the one of an SU (2) gauge eld
A
a
i = ǫ
0a
b cA
b c
i , (4)
where the index a =1,2,3. This formulation is the basis of loop quantum gravity
and spin foam models (see below).
3 Observables
3.1 Observables in lassial GR
At the lassial level the exploration of the global properties of a ertain solution
of (2), its singularity struture et., is only possible by means of the introdution
of an additional test eld, most simply a test partile with ation
L(test) = −m0
∫
|ds| ,
ds2 = gµν (x (τ))
dxµ
dτ
dxν
dτ
, (5)
whih is another way to inorporate Einstein's old proposal [10℄ of a net of
geodesis. The path xµ (τ) is parameterized by the ane parameter τ (atually
only timelike or lightlike ds2 ≥ 0 desribes the paths of a physial partile).
It is not appreiated always that the global properties of a manifold are de-
ned in terms of spei devie like (5). Whereas the usual geodesis derived
from (5) depend on gµν through the Chistoel symbols only e.g. in the ase of
torsion also the ontorsion may ontribute (autoparallels) in the ane onne-
tion; spinning partiles feel the gravimagneti eet et. As a onsequene,
when a eld dependent transformation of the gravity variables is performed
(e.g. onformal transformation from a Jordan frame to an Einstein frame in
Jordan-Brans-Dike [11℄ theory) the ation of the devie must be transformed
in the same way.
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3.2 Observables in QFT
In at QFT one starts from a Shrödinger equation, dependent on eld oper-
ators and, proeeding through Hamiltonian quantization to the path integral,
the experimentally aessible observables are the elements of the S-matrix, or
quantities expressible by those. It should be realled that the properly dened
renormalized S-matrix element obtains by amputation of external propagators in
the related Green funtion, multipliation with polarizations and with a square
root of the wave funtion renormalization onstant, taking the mass-shell limit.
It annot be emphasized too strongly that in the more general framework
of QFT ordinary quantum mehanis and its Shrödinger equation appear as
the nonrelativisti weak oupling limit of the Bethe-Salpeter equation of QFT
[12℄. Useful notions like eigenvalues of Hermitian operators, ollapse of wave
funtions et. are not basi onepts in this more general frame (f. footnote 2
in ref. [13℄).
In gauge theories one enounters the additional problem of gauge-dependene,
i.e. the dependene on some gauge parameter β introdued by generi gauge x-
ing. Clearly the S-matrix elements must be and indeed are [13℄ independent of
β. But other objets, in partiular matrix-elements of gauge invariant operators
OA, depend on β. In addition, under renormalization they mix with operators
O˜A˜ of the same twist (dimension minus spin) whih depend on Faddeev-Popov
ghost elds [14℄ and are not gauge-invariant:
O(ren) = ZABOB+ ZAB˜O˜B˜
O˜(ren) = ZA˜B˜O˜B˜ (6)
The ontribution of suh operators to the S-matrix element (si!) of e.g. the
saling limit for deep inelasti sattering [15℄ of leptons on protons [16℄ ours
only through the anomalous dimensions (∝ ∂ZAB/∂λ for a regularisation ut-
o λ). And those objets, also thanks to the triangular form of (6), turn out to
be indeed gauge-independent!
In at QFT, as well as in QGR, the (gauge invariant) Wilson loop
W(C) = Tr P exp

i ∮
C
Aµdx
µ

 , (7)
parameterized by a path ordered losed urve C, often is assumed to play an
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important role. In ovariant gauges it is multipliatively renormalizable with
the renormalization onstant depending on the length of C, the UV ut-o and
eventual usp-angles in C [17℄. Still the relation to experimentally observable
quantities (should one simply drop the renormalization onstant or proeed
[13℄ as for an S-matrix?) is unlear. Worse, for lightlike axial gauges (nA) =
0
(
n2 = 0
)
multipliative renormalization is not appliable [18℄. Then, only for
a matrix element of (7) between on-shell gluons, this type of renormalization
is restored. Still the renormalization onstant is dierent from ovariant gauge,
exept for the anomalous dimension derived from it (f. preisely that feature
of operators in deep inelasti sattering of leptons).
In the absene of S-matrix elements, dened as in QFT, nowadays a broad
role is attributed to Dira observables, dened as quantities whih ommute
with the Hamiltonian of the system. (Just one reent example of this line of
argument is ref. [19℄ where also earlier literature is ited extensively). As the
example of the (gauge invariant!) Wilson loops shows, any matrix elements
of the related operators in QFT will be gauge-parameter dependent and hene
useless for a desription for a physial phenomena. No onvining argument is
known so far how to extrat a genuine physial observable from that.
4 Traditional and more reent approahes to QGR
Old QGR mostly worked with a separation of the two aspets of gravity vari-
ables by the deomposition of the metri
gµν = g
(0)
µν + hµν , (8)
whih onsists of a (xed) lassial bakground g
(0)
µν (stage) upon whih small
quantum utuations hµν (ators) our. The observable (to be tested by a
lassial devie) would be the eetive matrix g
(eff)
µν = g
(0)
µν+ < hµν >. Starting
omputations from the ation (2) one nds that an ever inreasing number of
ounter-terms is neessary. They are dierent from the terms in the Lagrangian
L = √−gR/ (16πGN)in (2). This is the reason why QGR is alled (perturba-
tively) nonrenormalizable [4℄. Still, at energies E ≪ (GN )−1/2, i.e. muh be-
low the Plank mass sale mPl ∼ 1019GeV , suh alulations an be meaningful
in the sense of an eetive low energy eld theory [20℄, irrespetive of the fat
that (perhaps by embedding gravity into string theory) by inlusion of further
elds at higher energy sales (Plank sale) QGR may beome renormalizable.
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Of ourse, suh an approah, even when it is modied by iterative inlusion of
< hµν >into g
(0)
µν et. - whih is quite hopeless tehnially - , ompletely misses
inherent bakground independent eets, i.e. eets when g
(0)
µν = 0.
One ould think also of applying nonperturbative methods developed in
numerial lattie alulations for Quantum Chromodynamis (QCD). However,
there are problems to dene the Eulidean path integral for that, beause the
Eulidean ation is not bounded from below (as it is the ase in QCD) [21℄.
The quantization of gravity whih - at least formally - avoids bakground
dependene is based upon the ADM approah to the Dira quantization of the
Hamiltonian [22℄. Spae-time is foliated by a sequene of three-dimensional
spae-like manifolds
∑
3 upon whih the variables gi j = qi j and assoiated
anonial momenta πi j live. The onstraints assoiated to the further variables
lapse (N0) and shift (Ni) in the Hamiltonian density
H = N0H0 (q, π) +NiHi (q, π) (9)
are primary ones. The Poisson brakets of the seondary onstraints Hµ loses.
Hi generates dieomorphisms on
∑
3 . In the quantum versions of (9) the solu-
tions of the Wheeler-deWitt equation involving the Hamiltonian onstraint
∫
∑
3
H0
(
q,
δ
iδq
)
| ψ >= 0 (10)
formally would orrespond to a nonperturbative QGR. Apart form the fat that
it is extremely diult, if not impossible, to nd a general solution to (10) there
are several basi problems with a quantum theory based upon that equation
(e.g. no Hilbert spae | ψ > an be onstruted, no preferred time foliation
exists with ensuing inequivalent quantum evolutions [23℄, problems with usual
quantum ausality exist, the axiom of QFT that elds should ommute at
spae-like distanes does not hold et.). A restrition to a nite number of
degrees of freedom (mini superspae) [24℄ or to a redued set of an innite
number of degrees of freedom (but still less that the original theory - so alled
midi superspae) [25℄ has been found to miss essential features.
As all physial states | ψ > must be annihilated by the onstraint Hµ, a
naive Shrödinger equation involving the Hamiltonian onstraint H0,
i~
∂ | ψ >
∂t
= H0 | ψ >= 0, (11)
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annot ontain a time variable. Atually already in ordinary in quantum me-
hanis the time variable is something like an outsider - not assoiated to any
operator, at best dened with referene to a proess whih evolves in time. Here
the problem even beomes more serious.
A kind of Shrödinger equation an be produed from (11) by the deni-
tion of a time-funtion T (q, π, x) , at the prie of an even more ompliated
formalism [26℄ with quite ambiguous results - and the problem persists how to
onnet those with genuine observables. All these diulties are aggravated,
when one tries to rst eliminate onstraints by solving them expliitly before
quantization. In this way learly part of the quantum utuations are elimi-
nated from the start. As a onsequene dierent quantum theories, onstruted
in this way, are not equivalent.
The new gravities (loop quantum gravity, spin foam models) reformulate
the quantum theory of spae-time by the introdution of novel variables, based
upon the onept of Wilson loops
3
(7) applied to the gauge eld (4).
U (s1, s2) = Tr P exp

i
s2∫
s1
ds
dxi
ds
Ai


(12)
denes a holonomy. It is generalized by inserting further invariant operators
4
at intermediate points between s1 and s2. From suh holonomies a spin network
an be reated whih represents spae-time (in the path integral it is dubbed
spin foam).
These approahes laim several suesses [2℄. Introduing as a basis dif-
feomorphism equivalene lasses of labeled graphs, a nite Hilbert spae an
be onstruted and some solutions of the Wheeler-deWitt equation (10) have
been obtained. The methods introdue a natural oarse graining of spae-time
whih implies a UV uto. Small gravity around ertain states leads in those
ases to orresponding linearized Einstein gravity.
However, despite of very ative researh in this eld a number of very seri-
ous open questions persists: the Hamiltonian onstruted from spin networks
does not lead to massless exitations (gravitons) in the lassial limit. The
Barbero-Immirzi parameter γ has to be xed by the requirement of a orret
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy for the Blak Hole. The most severe problem,
3
Reall, however, the serious doubts of a quantum eld theory regarding the use of suh
variables!
4
The same warning should be heeded!
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however, is the one of observables. By some researhers in this eld it has been
laimed that by proper gauge xing (!) area and volume an be obtained
as quantized observables, whih is a ontradition in itself from the point of
view of QFT. We must emphasize too that also in an inherently UV regular-
ized theory (nite) renormalization remains an issue to be dealt with properly.
Also the fate of S-matrix elements, whih play suh a entral role as the proper
observables in QFT, is ompletely unlear in these setups.
Embedding QGR into (super-)string theory [27℄ does not remove the key
problems related to the dual role of the metri. Gravity may well be a string
exitation in a string/brane world of 10 or 11 dimensions, possibly a nite theory
of everything. Nevertheless, at low energies Einstein gravity (eventually plus an
antisymmetri B−eld) remains the theory for whih omputations must be
performed.
5
Unfortunately, the proper hoie (let alone the derivation) of a
string vauum in our d=4 spae-time is an unsolved problem in the sense that
it has too many (billions ?) solutions.
Many other approahes exist, inluding nonommutative geometry, twistors,
ausal sets, 3d approahes, dynamial triangulations, Regge alulus et., eah
of whih has ertain attrative features and diulties (f. e.g. [2℄ and refs.
therein).
To us all these new approahes appear as - very ingenious - attempts to
bypass the tehnial problems of diretly applying standard QFT to gravity -
without a omprehensive solution of the main problems of QGR being in sight.
Thus the main points of a minimal QFT for gravity should be based upon
proven onepts of QFT with a point of departure haraterizing QGR as
follows:
(a) QGR at enregies E ≪ mPl is an eetive low energy theory and there-
fore need not be renormalizable QGR to all orders.
(b) QGR is based upon lassial Einstein (or Einstein-deSitter) gravity with
usual variables (metri or Cartan variables).
() At least the quantization of geometry must be performed in a bakground
independent (nonperturbative) way.
(d) Absolutely safe quantum observables are only the S-matrix elements
< f | S | i > of QFT where initial state | i > and nal state < f | are
5
It should be noted that the now widely onrmed astronomial observations of a posi-
tive osmologial onstant [7℄ (if it is a onstant and not a quintessene eld in a theory
of the Jordan-Brans-Dike type [11℄) preludes immediate appliation of supersymmetry (su-
pergravity) in string theory, beause only Anti-deSitter spae with Λ < 0 is ompatible with
supergravity [28℄.
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dened only when those states are realized as Fok states of partiles in a (at
least approximate) at spae environment. In ertain ases it is permissible to
employ a semi-lassial approah: expetation values of quantum orretions
may be added to lassial geometri variables and a lassial omputation is
then based on the eetive variables obtained in this way.
Clearly item (d) by onstrution exludes any appliation to quantum os-
mology, where | i > would be the (probably nonexistent) innite past before
the Big Bang.
Obviously the most diult issue is (). We desribe in the following setion
how gravity models in d=2 (e.g. spherially redued gravity) permit a solution
of just that ruial point, leading to novel results.
5 QGR in 1+1 dimension: the Vienna Shool
5.1 Classial theory: rst order formulation
In the 1990s the interest in dilaton gravity in d=2 was rekindled by string
theory [29℄, although in a nonsystemati way many results were obtained sine
the 1980s [30℄. For a modern review on dilaton gravity ref. [6℄ may be onsulted.
The study of dilaton gravity an be motivated briey from a purely geometrial
point of view.
The notation of ref. [5℄ is used: ea is the zweibein one-form, ǫ = e+ ∧ e− is
the volume two-form. The one-form ω represents the spin-onnetion ωab = ε
a
bω
with the totally antisymmetri Levi-Civitá symbol εab (ε01 = +1) . With the
at metri ηab in light-one oordinates (η+− = 1 = η−+, η++ = 0 = η−−) the
torsion 2-form reads T± = (d± ω) ∧ e±. The urvature 2-form Rab an be
presented by the 2-form R dened by Rab = ε
a
bR, = d ∧ ω. Signs and fators of
the Hodge ⋆ operation are dened by ⋆ε = 1.
Sine the Hilbert ation
∫
M2
R ∝ (1− g) yields just the Euler number for a
surfae with genus g one has to generalize it appropriately. The simplest idea is
to introdue a Lagrange multiplier for urvature, X, also known as dilaton eld,
and an arbitrary potential thereof, V(X), in the ation
∫
M2
(XR+ ǫV (X)) .In
partiular, for V ∝ X the Jakiw-Teitelboim model emerges [30℄. Having intro-
dued urvature it is natural to onsider torsion as well. By analogy the rst
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order gravity ation [31℄
L(1) =
∫
M2
(XaT
a +XR+ ǫV (XaXa, X)) (13)
an be motivated where Xa are the Lagrange multipliers for torsion. It enom-
passes essentially all known dilaton theories in 2d, also known as Generalized
Dilaton Theories (GDT). Spherially redued gravity (SRG) from d=4 orre-
sponds to V = −X+X−/ (2X)−onst.
Atually (13) is lassially and quantum mehanially equivalent to a more
familiar expression for a dilaton theory
L(GDT ) =
∫
d2x
√−g
[
R
2
X − U
2
(∇X)2 + V (X)
]
, (14)
where the funtions U and V oinide with the ones of a general potential,
quadrati in XaXa = 2X
+X−,
V = X+X−U + V. (15)
In ontrast to (13) torsion vanishes in (14) and R is the torsionless urva-
ture salar. The key advantage of the formulation (13) is that it allows an exat
(bakground independent) solution of the quantum mehanial path integral
[32℄ - although this solution has aspets of a topologial harater. Here the
fat that the Hamiltonian of (13) leads to a onstraint algebra just like in a non-
abelian gauge theory, and the use of a temporal gauge for the Cartan variables
(equivalent to an Eddington-Finkelstein metri at the level of the metri gµν in
(14)) are important ingredients.
On the other hand, the ation (13) suggested a generalization to so-alled
Poisson-Sigma models (PSM [31℄)
L(PSM) =
∫ (
XAdAA +
1
2
PABAB ∧AA
)
. (16)
When the Poisson-tensor PAB
(
XC
)
interpreted as a Shouten braket
{
XA, XB
}
,
fullls a genralized type of Jaoby identity, (16) possesses an (on-shell) nonlinear
gauge symmetry of the eld AA, ombined with ertain symmetry transforma-
tion in the target spae XA. In the mean-time PSM-s have found appliations
in string theory [33℄,[34℄.
The onsideration of graded generalizations of (16), i.e. with antiommuting
elds inluded, in reent years has led to a ompletely new approah towards
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2d-supergravity [35℄ whih just for potentials of type (15) (resp. prepoten-
tials derived for them) allowed to nd omplete lassial solutions (inluding
fermions) for N = (1, 1) and N = (2, 2) supergravity, solutions for whih the
bosoni part alone [37℄ was known previously.
The interation of 2d dilaton gravity (14) with matter, as exemplied in the
speial ase of SRG, for the rst time showed that the virtual Blak Hole,
introdued into an ad ho manner before [37℄, naturally appears in a reliable
S-matrix situation, namely as an intermediate state in the sattering of spherial
waves [38℄. Also in the partiular ase of the stringy Blak Hole (f. the last
ref. [29℄) the quantum orretion to the spei heat ould be alulated [39℄
whih stabilizes the (to lowest order) ill-dened value of that quantity.
6 Conlusion and outlook
The fundamental hallenges of quantum gravity - espeially if onsidered as a
low energy (E ≪ mPl) theory - are not really situated in the tehnial domain.
Therefore, they are not likely to be mitigated in novel formulations whih ap-
peared in the last deades. Rather they are related to the unsolved question
how to dene genuine physial observables other than the (gauge-independent)
S-matrix elements. Of ourse, the latter ome into play only in a very restrited
domain of QGR, namely reations onsidered in a at bakground between in-
nite early and late times. For any other situation and in partiular for questions
of quantum osmology, the expliit dependene on gauge parameters in pub-
lished results for observables signal that we are still far from understanding
basi issues. On the other hand, in a very restrited domain (2d quantum grav-
ity in a at bakground), whih inludes spherially redued Einstein (-deSitter)
gravity, many interesting results an be obtained [5℄. They testify to the fat
that at least in suh a situation the unompromising stane of a quantum eld
theory an be maintained to its full extent.
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